Abraham Mott Hall access information
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About Abraham Mott Hall

Abraham Mott Hall (AMH) is a community facility featuring polished floors, stage and kitchenette, suitable for exercise groups, rehearsals, performances and community and family functions. AMH does not include floor markings, sporting equipment or fixtures.

Getting to Abraham Mott Hall

Public transport

The local bus stop on Argyle Street, 50 metres from the entrance, is currently under construction and offers limited and changeable accessibility.

Bus route 311 stops at Argyle Street going to Railway Square via Elizabeth Bay.

There is no train station near AMH. The closest train station is Circular Quay, 900 metres away.

For up to date information about bus stop access to AMH, and to plan your trip, visit Transport for NSW or call 131 500.

1 / Access information for Abraham Mott Hall
The Village2Village community transport bus operates Thursdays and Fridays and is free for all passengers. The route from Broadway to Woolloomooloo is via Sydney CBD and sets down on Kent Street, on the corner of Argyle Street, 100 metres from the entrance to AMH.

Driving or parking

There is no dedicated on-site accessible parking at AMH.

There is no on-street mobility parking near AMH.

Taxis and private vehicles

There are no dedicated set down areas for taxis and private vehicles at AMH. Street parking is available on Argyle Street.

Entrance

The main pedestrian entrance to AMH includes a steep incline. Assistance is most likely required for wheelchair users. There is a handrail on the left hand-side of the pathway.

The doors to the foyer are heavy double swinging doors. Push doors to open. Single door opens to 180mm, double doors open to 890mm. Doors are operated by key pad only and the access code is issued by the City of Sydney. The alarm keypad is located on the right-hand side of the doors. The keypad is out of reach from a seated position and situated above an uneven surface.
Doors from the foyer into the hall are solid wood, swinging doors, key entry only. Push to open. Single door opens to 660mm wide, double doors open to 1200mm wide. Entrance from the foyer to the hall is level.

Customer service

There is no customer service or reception desk at AMH. This is an unstaffed venue.

Toilets

There are no accessible toilets at AMH.

There are single sex ambulant toilets at AMH adjacent to the foyer. Pathway to ambulant toilet is across foyer, directly opposite main pedestrian entrance. Each ambulant toilet includes hand rails on both sides of the toilet stall.

Change and shower facilities

There are no accessible or ambulant change and shower facilities at AMH.

Lifts, stairs and passageways

There are no lifts at AMH, it is on a single level.

Stairs onto the stage are on the right-hand side. There is 1 flight of stairs, 5 steps in total and a handrail on the left-hand side. Stairs are 920mm wide.
Stairs do not have nosings (non-slip edges) or tactile ground surface indicators. Stairs lead to the stage at the front of the hall.

AMH includes 4 fire exits. All doors push to open and include 2 steps down to exit.

Audio communication

There is no hearing loop at AMH.

Kitchenette

AMH offers a kitchenette at the rear of the hall.

To access the kitchenette, turn right at the entrance to the hall, and travel straight ahead. There is a short sharp incline at the entrance to the kitchenette. The door is solid wood and held open by a wedge. The doorway is 700mm wide.

Kitchenette controls are not reachable from a seated position and there is no room under benches for wheelchair users.

Find out more

To find out more about the Abraham Mott Hall and the activities on offer, contact Community Venues team at the City of Sydney on 9265 9333 or communityvenues@cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au.